List of Phd Research Topics in Management

1. Global mindset
2. Management in development countries
3. Perceptions of cultural differences about organizational fairness
4. Multinational management language issues
5. Why firms comply with the environmental regulations
6. Overcoming and understanding green wall: leadership, environmental strategy, and change management
7. Environmental supply chain management
8. High velocity contexts strategic decisions
9. Innovation as strategy in network markets
10. Inter-organizational systems for Internet-based
11. Competitive advantage of interconnected firms
12. Service development and new product in strategic alliances
13. Merger paradox: effects and determinants
14. Evolving aspects of India
15. Business planning holistic approaches
16. Culture-sensitive global strategies
17. Challenges and promises in CO-Operation
18. Business imitation
19. Integration in supply chain management
20. Improving supply chain velocity and product customization
21. Mass customization
22. Space and place strategies for 21st-century organizations
23. Business process management issues
24. Strategy of organizational structure constraints
25. Global projects as a new organizational form
26. Business disorganization and artistic models
27. Organizational security
28. Evolving nature of work teams
29. Global teams coordination
30. Work teams conflict management
31. Translational teams in knowledge-intensive organizations
32. Customer involvement in new product development
33. Strategic planning in new ventures
34. Women entrepreneurs
35. Business start-ups issues
36. Poverty alleviation as corporate issue
37. Too much work and its consequences
38. Labor relations future perspective: 2025 perceptive
39. Global mindset
40. Fairness in organizational contexts
41. HRM best practices in developing countries
42. Environmental supply chain management
43. Why firms need to comply with environmental regulations
44. High velocity context strategic decisions
45. Network markets best decisions
46. New service development and product in strategic alliances
47. Ethical manufacturing
48. Meeting the requirements in work teams
49. Web-based tool for customer involvement
50. Changing nature of late careers